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First a mind sharpening game - Find the Generals family! (9 missing people)



Christians often ask why God does not speak
to them, as he is believed to have done in 
former days. 
When I hear such questions, it always makes me think 
of the rabbi who was asked how it could be that God 
often showed himself to people in the olden days 
whereas nowadays nobody ever sees him. 

The rabbi replied: 
"Nowadays there is no longer anybody who 
can bow low enough.“ 
(be humble enough to let God speak) 

Introduction



This answer hits the nail on the head. 
We are so captivated by and entangled in 
our subjective consciousness that we have 
forgotten the age-old fact that 
God speaks chiefly through dreams and visions. 

The Buddhist discards the world of unconscious fantasies 
as useless illusions; 
the Christian puts his Church and his Bible between himself 
and his unconscious; 
and the rational intellectual does not yet know that 
his consciousness is not his total psyche.



Introduction

Where is the spirit world? 
It is in your bodies. 
Thus, you go around with the spirit world on your shoulders, 
attending it – there is no escaping it. 

The spirit world exists. It exists for this world, and this world 
exists for the sake of the eternal world. 

People may question, “Where in the world is God? 
Can there be a God in this world? Where on earth is the spirit 
world?” God’s dwelling place is the spirit world.

                                                                                                                                          /SMM 11 Apr 1982



Introduction

The purpose of life on earth is mind-body perfection

What is the purpose of the Will? It is to perfect humankind 
spiritually and physically. Individually, our spirit represents 
the past and our body the present. Both worlds were invaded. 

We are to conquer the present satanic world physically and 
the past satanic world spiritually. When you triumph over 
both past and present by upholding the standard of mind 
over matter, your future will be blessed.                        
                                                                                                                                       /SMM 4 Aug 1974



Introduction

We need to know that it is the physical world, not the spirit 
world, which is the subject. 

The physical world, not the spirit world, is the subject in 
achieving perfection. 

The perfection of the physical world encompasses the 
perfection of both the spiritual and physical worlds. 

Thus, life on earth is precious.            

                                                                                                                                 /SMM 6 Feb 1977



My only concern is that the spirit world is such that 
once you go you can never come back here. 
Once you have gone there, you cannot return.

 
In that world, if you come to know things about 
cleaning your spirit and then try to resolve your issues, 
it will take billions of years. 

In that place there is no way to clean up such things.



In this physical world, however, there are many 
difficulties and ups and downs, aren't there?

 
Even in one day you encounter a variety of troubles, 
and the more troubles you meet, the more skin you 
can shed, like a snake. 

On the other hand, in the next world, the spirit world, 
though there is the stimulus of love, 
there is no indemnity that can rid you of your sins, 
so it takes countless eons to do that. /SMM 1993.01.03



Why don’t human beings, who are the lords of all creation, 
have wings? 
Is it enough that people live limited to the earth? 
Actually we have higher-dimensional wings. 
Once you die and shed your physical body, you will fly.  
                                    / Sun Myung Moon

Angels and spirits… may be apparently translated from 
one place to another, and from one earth to another, 
even to earths which are at the end of the universe: 
so likewise may man as to his spirit, his body still 
remaining in its own place.    /Emanuel Swedenborg



Why is it important to know about 
the Laws of Spiritual World!

”The internal character is invisible to the physical senses 
and yet it is responsible for the behavior of the external 
reality that is observed, directly or indirectly, by humans. 

The implication of this is that the invisible inner world of 
creation is causal and therefore more important than the 
world known to human senses.
 
Yet little is known about the internal, 
spiritual, dimension of reality. 



This is due, in part, to the fact that it is a realm intangible 
to the five senses of the body and beyond the reach of 
scientific instruments; consequently its study has remained 
the province of religion, which is the object of considerable 
skepticism in the modern, scientific world.”  

Since the body is needed to provide vitality elements for 
growth of the spirit, the growing process to spiritual maturity 
is to be carried out on earth. 



Men and women who do not reach the completion stage on 
earth have to continue their efforts to grow as disembodied spirits. 

This is unimaginably more difficult than growing while on earth, 
since on earth an individual has a body to give vitality elements 
to his spirit directly.

Once detached from his or her body, a person can gain the 
benefit of vitality elements only indirectly, by serving men and 
women still on earth. 

      /Essentials Of The Unification Principle - Thomas Cromwell



DEATH = GRIEF!



All major Religions teach a similar message
Man survives physical death
To a life in spirit world – like a ripe fruit falling to the ground



Israel

Korea

Similarities 
Providential  & Suffering



The silver cord is snapped, or the golden bowl
is broken, or the pitcher is broken at the fountain,
or the wheel broken at the cistern, and the
dust returns to the earth as it was, 
and the spirit returns to God who gave it.

Ecclesiastes 12.6-7 

OT – Spirits



King Belshazzar's Arrogance and Affront Against 
The Most High God (Daniel 5)

OT – Spirits



 Three Wise Men
Spiritually guided



•  Jesus met with Moses and Elijah
    at the Mount of Transfiguration

NT – Spirits



Islam – Spirits

God created the seven heavens in harmony.
Qur’an 71.15

It is We who give life, and make to die, and to
Us is the homecoming.
Qur’an 50.43

Jerusalem



Islam – Spirits

You prefer this life, although the life to come
is better and more enduring. All this is written
in earlier scriptures; the scriptures of Abraham
and Moses.
Qur’an 87.16-19



Jesus & Sun Myung Moon
1935

CT – Spirits



Heung Jin Nim
1966 -1984

in Spirit World

CT – Spirits



Dae Mo Nim
HakJaHans Mother

in Spirit World

CT – Spirits



Apostle Paul
1962

1962: I bear witness to the fact that the Old Testament and the New Testament
combined are not sufficient to live by in the New Cosmic Age we have 
ascended into.
To be saved, every man, woman and child must commence their mission 
before they leave this earth plane. And before they can do this they must find 
the reason for the original sin and what original sin is. 
Perfection and resurrection can only be achieved through work and that work
must be done in the body, the spirit of Truth demands it.

… through the original sin 
none is righteous, 
NOT ONE PERSON.  
Rom. 3:10
It means that all have 
a common guilt, 
a common sin.  



 Paul 9.11.2001 "I recognize the importance of human responsibility." 

Now after learning the Principle, I became even more confident that the 
Apostle Paul's traditional view of God was very mistaken. 
We necessarily should have attended God, the resurrected Jesus and the
Messiah.

Individual responsibility of 100% is of tremendous importance for God's 
providence.
I promise to study the Principle and lead Christian believers here in the right 
direction. I have been making thorough preparation for accomplishing my
assigned mission. 

Apostle Paul
2001



CT – Spirits

Cheong Pyeong Korea
Spiritual Center

1985  - …



Who Is He?
by Sung Mo Koo

The Messiah down to earth in 
secret

The Korean Books of Prophecy

Online-Book 6

1998



Introduction

For the last twenty years I have immersed 
myself in the many books of prophecy found 
in Korea. These books of prophecy, some thirty 
in number, appeared five hundred to one thousand 
years ago.

In a sense it is not an exaggeration to call Korea a 
nation of prophecies. 
Often called secret communications, prophecies have 
their human authors. 



Nonetheless, as we delve more and more 
deeply into these texts, we come to realize 
that they are not created through individual decisions. 

Rather, they are messages revealing the plans of the 
Creator, transmitted to the earth through living human 
beings.

In this book, I have selected seven major prophecies 
and treated as concisely as possible those parts relating 
directly to Korea and Japan.



This is a perilous time of great change on the earth, 
a time unprecedented since the universe came to be. 
At this time I pray deeply that we will avoid the path of
death and find the path of life, entering into Heaven on 
earth and coming into the realm of protection of the 
heavenly God/Buddha.
                                                   August 1998
                                                   Sung Mo Koo



The Messiah. Then who is he? 
When heaven sent him down to earth in secret,
his surname was Moon. 

Born north of the 38th parallel, going through the 
suffering of prison life, receiving ridicule and rejection 
and giving matchings and the blessing of marriage to 
those who believe in God.



Who is he? Is he not the Reverend Sun Myung Moon, 
whom all humankind is to attend as the True Parents?
All secret messages and prophecies are meant to testify 
to this very moment and to this hitherto hidden heavenly 
secret.

Oh, God! Oh, our protector! 
Thank you, we can only thank you!
The Lord's Prayer…



Sung Han Lee

CT – Spirits

Remarkable Messages from the Spiritual Real



2 Bodies
 in One !
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•  You should know that you are like two people in one. 
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Body
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Yang
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Yang
From Spirit 
Body/World From Natural 

World

•  You should know that you are like two people in one. 

•  Your inner man is like a mirror, clean and bright.

•  When the inner and external men are perfectly 
                    aligned you feel joy and power. 
            This is happening every day within you.  

From Physical 
Body



Yin

Yang

Yin

Yang
From Spirit 
Body/World From Natural 

World

•  You should know that you are like two people in one. 

•  Your inner man is like a mirror, clean and bright.

•  When the inner and external men are perfectly 
                    aligned you feel joy and power. 
            This is happening every day within you. 

 Reincarnation untrue - but explained as Returning Spirits! 

From Physical 
Body

Yang =
is provided

Yin =
requires effort



Dreams – Half Awake –  Reality!

After all, the inhabitants of the spirit world are 
the souls (Spirit Self) of people who formerly 
lived on earth. 

From this perspective, the spirit world is not so 
different from the physical world. 

                                         /SMM 2 March 1986



Life in 3 World

+ fetal membrane                      + air membrane                      +  love membrane

Liquid         =>         Air         =>           Love 
              ”1st death”              ”2nd death” 

              ”1st birth”                ”2nd birth”
                 ”Seong Hwa”           ”Seung Hwa”

Physical           =>      Mother              =>      God 
 Parents                       Earth                      Heavenly
                                                                       Parent



Millions of spiritual Creatures walk the Earth
Unseen, both when we wake, and when we sleep.
                /John Milton: Paradise Lost 



                God is a creator of Law and Order!

Quote SMM 1965: ”We should realize that the World of Spirit 
                                    is also a Creation of GOD – 
                                    and God created the Spirit World 
                                    in his PRINCIPLES



                God is a creator of Law and Order!

Quote SMM 1965:  So this Spirit World is not 
                                    a mysterious world   
                                    this is a world of PRINCIPLE 
                                    the World of Spirit.



                God is a creator of Law and Order!

Quote SMM 1965: Therefore, 
                                    if we discover the PRINCIPLE 
                                    we certainly have the ability to 
                                    understand and cope 
                                    with the World of Spirit.”
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Father has said: …
"Tithing is a basic duty of the chosen children. 
When you offer the portion of the number one, that is, 
the number of God, you set up the condition of having 
offered the portion of the number nine. 
Therefore, you must think more of this one tenth than  of the remainder.”



The 8th and last unknown continent!

7  Physical Continents
+  The Spirit World 8th



Dante, Robert James Lees, Hurkos, A Ford, E Cacey, Branham, Xavier …  
   and many more were channels/bridges to Spirit World 

Jesus Sun Myung Moon



Lourdes is a small market town lying in the foothills of the 
Pyrenees, famous for the Marian apparitions of 
Our Lady of Lourdes said to have occurred in 1858 to 
Bernadette Soubirous.

Lourdes
France



Fatima
Prophecy



The year 1916-1917 Jesus mother Mary, appeared in a 
revelation, for the three portugise children Jacinta, 
Francisco and Lucia, outside Fatima Portugal.

On the 13th of July they received a message that was to be 
given to the pope in the year 1960.  (Comment: 1960 was 
the Holy Marriage of TP)

Lucia fulfilled the promise and delivered the message, but 
the pope decided after some time, the world was not ready 
for it to be published.



William Branham USA had been hearing 
voices since he was seven years old. 
Finally, in May of 1946, Branham was 
commissioned  by an angel from God 
to be the forerunner of 
the Second Coming of Christ. 

One of the more radical beliefs of the group is that of 
Serpent Seed which states that 
the first sin committed occurred when Eve engaged 
in sexual activities with the Serpent 
in the Garden of Eden 
thus causing "the fall of man."

1946



                “Living for Others”   /SMM
 "Therefore all things whatsoever would that men 
  should do to you, do ye even so to them“  /Jesus. 

My Cosmos

My World

My Nation

My Family

Our God
Me!

Live 
for others!

My Tribe



Language
in Spiritual World

Source: The Good guy



All speech (no matter what the language) 
has its origins in the 
ideas and emotions of our intellect 
and heart.

In the spiritual world—which is closer to the origins 
of our being and mind—individuals communicate 
their ideas and affections directly to others 
(forgoing terrestrial words). 

Source: The Good guy



Mozart 
7yrs old

Genius
MusicThere are Absolute Laws of Harmony:

Did Mozarts music maybe come 
inspired from spir. world…
That would make him the worlds
greatest musical medium.
  

Beethoven



Marconi
Italy 

Alexander 
Popov
Russia 

•  Many scientists say they were spiritually guided (Spirit World, God) 
   or inspired in their findings of new understanding at a similar time.

Oliver Lodge
Great Britain

Tesla



•  Many scientists say they were spiritually guided (Spirit World, God) 
   or inspired in their findings of new understanding at a similar time.

•  Similar discoveries were made almost simultanously be far away scientists:
   Radio by:   Marconi Italy, Popov Russia, Tesla Austria-Hungary 
                                                                    (todays Kroatia) 
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•  Many scientists say they were spiritually guided (Spirit World, God) 
   or inspired in their findings of new understanding at a similar time.

•  Similar discoveries were made almost simultanously be far away scientists:
   Radio by:   Marconi Italy, Popov Russia, Tesla Austria-Hungary 
                                                                    (todays Kroatia) 
•  Or scientific solutions dreamed
   Periodic table: dreamed by Mendeleyev and August Kekulé
   Chemical transmision of nerve impulses: Otto Loewi
   Mathematics  intuiton+dreams: Srinivasa Ramanujan 

Marconi
Italy 

Alexander 
Popov
Russia 

Oliver Lodge
Great Britain

Tesla



The son of an Orthodox priest, 
Tesla was a mystic who had out-of-body 
experiences from the time he was seven 
years old. 
As a child, he saw a photograph of Niagara 
Falls and prophesied that one day he would 
harness the power there. 

Nikola Tesla
spent last 10 
years of his life
In Hotel 
New Yorker



He came up with his idea for alternating current (AC) 
in a vision he received while watching a sunset in a 
park in Budapest. 
Another example of one of his prophetic ideas was 
his realization that matter and energy were interchangeable, 
an inspiration he received years before Einstein 
demonstrated the same idea with his Theory of Relativity. 

Nikola Tesla



He is a person some would describe 
as “spiritually open.”

I feel an affinity for Tesla because I believe he was a 
mystic who was being inspired by the spirit world. 

In my view, many great scientific inventions have come 
as revelations from heaven. 
I believe that heaven was working through Tesla, 
and others like him, to advance God’s Providence. 
Tesla was very idealistic and hoped that his inventions 
would be used for the benefit of all humanity.

Nikola Tesla



In 1990, J. K. Rowling 
was on a crowded train 
from Manchester to London 
when the idea for Harry Potter 
suddenly "fell into her head". 

Spiritually
Inspired



In 1990, J. K. Rowling 
was on a crowded train 
from Manchester to London 
when the idea for Harry Potter 
suddenly "fell into her head". 

Rowling gives an account of the experience on her 
website saying:
"I had been writing almost continuously since the age of six 
but I had never been so excited about an idea before. 
I simply sat and thought, for four (delayed train) hours, 
and all the details bubbled up in my brain, and this scrawny, 
black-haired, bespectacled boy who did not know he was 
a wizard became more and more real to me."

Spiritually
Inspired



• C.S: Lewis 1898-1963

• Land of Narnia –
  The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
  7 Books written 1949-1954
  about the fantastic life of 4 children

Spiritually
Inspired



• C.S: Lewis 1898-1963

• Land of Narnia –
  The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
  7 Books written 1949-1954
  about the fantastic life of 4 children

•  adapting numerous traditional 
   Christian themes, the books freely borrow 
   characters and ideas from Greek, Turkish 
   and Roman mythology as well as from 
   traditional British and Irish fairy tales  

Spiritually
Inspired



The European Union (EU) 
is an economic and political union 
of 27 member states which are 
located primarily in Europe

1951 saw the creation of the
European Coal and Steel Community, 
which was declared to be "a first step in the 
federation of Europe“

1957 EEC
1967 EC
1993 Maastricht Treaty

Spiritually
Inspired
12 stars



•  The Egyptian 
    (Sinuhe egyptiläinen, Sinuhe the Egyptian)
   is a historical novel by Mika Waltari. 
   It was first published in Finnish in 1945, 
   and in an abridged English translation 
   in 1949. 

   It was adapted into a Hollywood film in 1954

Spiritually
Inspired



There are absolute physical laws:
  
•  Gravity      F = GMm/R2  
•  Force         F = ma
•  Relativity   E = mc²+½mv²

•   THE SUM O ENERGY IS CONSTANT

Galileo - 1610

Genius
Physics



Marie Curie - 1903
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Genius
PhysicsThere are absolute physical laws:

  
•  Gravity      F = GMm/R2  
•  Force         F = ma
•  Relativity   E = mc²+½mv²

•   THE SUM O ENERGY IS CONSTANT

Galileo - 1610 Marie Curie - 1903

Newton
’Principia’ 1687



Einstein
1905

Newton
’Principia’ 1687

Genius
PhysicsThere are absolute physical laws:

  
•  Gravity      F = GMm/R2  
•  Force         F = ma
•  Relativity   E = mc²+½mv²

•   THE SUM O ENERGY IS CONSTANT

Galileo - 1610 Marie Curie - 1903



Keyboard, screen and computer, 
all in one packet integrated. 
“The whole vision of a personal computer 
just popped up in my mind” he sais. 
“The same night I started drawing on what was to 
become Apple I.   /Wozniak

Spirit World Inspiration! (?) – Internet+PC needed for coming CIG

Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak
founders of Apple

First PC

Spiritually
Inspired



•  ARPANET Started as a military defense system during 
   “Cold War” era.

•  Later converted to University Network, and then to the 
   Internet, Google, Facebook,Twitter,Youtube,Skype 
   … we have today

Internet Spiritually
Inspired

They will beat their swords into plowshares and their 
spears into pruning hooks. Nation will not take up sword 
against nation, nor will they train for war anymore. /Isiaah 2:4



•  Internet + Optic Fibres= Providentially important 
   for the time of Second Advent of Christ. –
   Global Communication of Gods Providence – DP Lectures
   1st,2nd… Gen Matching and Communicating

Internet – Facebook – Youtube - Skype –Twitter
                One World under God and TP

All
Spiritually
Inspired

     For as lightning that comes from the east is visible even
 in the west, so will be the coming of the Son of Man./Math 24:7 



Sun Myung Moon
&

Hak Ja Han Moon

So there are also
Absolute spiritual laws:
  
•  True Parents  
•  Blessing=Forgiveness
   of Original Sin

Spiritual Genius



B. The mediator and the center of harmony
    of the cosmos

spirit
world

physical
world

spirit
self

physical
self



DP:The Realms of Indirect and Direct Dominion of God 

autonomy and
governance of
the Principle *

  + human
portion of

responsibility

*

all
things

all
things

Godsymbol

human
beings

human
beings
image

Realm of 
God’s
direct 

dominion

love

beauty

God

beautylove

Realm of God’s 
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(morning)

(evening)



Divine Good Spirits
Dominating Evil
Spiritual World



Jesus casting out demons!



3rd Adam



F-S-S

Food-
Obesity-

Common Base = Selfish desires

One thing is for sure: the highest religions have maintained
that people must control their desires: 
the desire to eat, 



F-S-S

Food-Sleep
Obesity-Lazyness

Common Base = Selfish desires

One thing is for sure: the highest religions have maintained
that people must control their desires: 
the desire to eat, to sleep and. 



F-S-S

LOSS OF CONTROLE
Food-Sleep-Sex

Obesity-Lazyness-Promiscuity
Common Base = Selfish desires

One thing is for sure: the highest religions have maintained
that people must control their desires: 
the desire to eat, to sleep and to experience sexual love. 
                                                                    /SMM Jan 1984



Most difficult is to controle the desire
to experience sexual love.

Because that is directly related to the Fall of Man
And connects Man to the evil fallen angelic world!

Original Sin
being multiplied
Evil spiritual Gravity!



The World is in need of a 100% pure Person = The Messiah, 
who can totally control himself and the evil Spiritual world:
                         The Messiah/Christ/New Adam

Matthew 5:28  Jesus
“But I say to you that everyone who looks at a woman with 
lustful intent has already committed adultery with her in his heart.”



9-11 NewYork
2001



Antidepressant medication has doubled since year 2000
                                                                     /BBC Nov 2013

The World sickness is Spiritual rooted and 
in need of a permanent Solution=Salvation!



A born sinner  ? ? ? ? 



                                     A born sinner!
Yes, accordning to the Bible and Christian teaching 
All Mankind inherits at conception the Fall of Adam & Eve
Original Sin – Fallen Nature (no time for individual sinning YET)



Wilson van Dusen M.D.:

Present day psychosis always involves 
some degree of self pride 
(spiritual madness) but the hallucinated 
aspect looks most like what Swedenborg 
described under the general headings
of obsessions (to be caught in false ideas) and
possession to have alien spirits acting into
one's thought, feelings, or even into one's own
bodily acts. 



He indicates that normally there is a barrier 
between these spiritual entities and man's 
own consciousness. 

He also makes quite clear that 
if this barrier of awareness
were penetrated the man would be in
grave danger for his mental health 
and even for his life.

van Dusen M.D



In my dialogues with (mental) patients 
I learned of two orders of experience, 
borrowing from the voices themselves, 
called the higher and the lower order. 

Lower order voices are as though
one is dealing with drunken bums at a bar who
like to tease and torment just for the fun of it.

They will suggest lewd acts and then scold the
patient for considering them. They find a
weak point of conscience and work on it 
interteasing him for three years over a ten-cent
debt he had already paid.

van Dusen M.D



Swedenborg indicates that good spirits have
some degree of control over the evil ones. 
Higher order hallucinations have made 
the same comment — that they can control 
lower order ones, but it is seldom
to the degree the patient would desire.

In some respects they overcome the evil insofar
as the patient identifies with them. 

van Dusen M.D



A discovery four years ago 
helped me to get a relatively 
rich and consistent picture
of the patients' experience. 
Though I noticed
similarities with Swedenborg's 
description of the relationships 
of man to spirits it was
only three years after all 
the major findings on
hallucinations had been 
made that the striking
similarity between what 
Twentieth-Century patients
describe and Swedenborg's 
Eighteenth-Century accounts 
became apparent to me.

Google for the online booklet!
   Job —"With Dreams upon my bed thou 
scarest me and affrightest me with Visions."



Law of Indemnity

Exodus 34:7

•  Keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving iniquity 
   and transgression and sin, and that will by no 
   means clear the guilty; visiting the iniquity of 
   the fathers upon the children, and upon the 
   children's children, 
   unto the third and to the fourth generation.

Personal



Law of Indemnity

                       Cain & Abel 

•  Mind/Body struggle
•  2000 years Judaism

•  2000 years Christianity & Islam

•  1st WW
•  2nd WW
•  Communism – Democracy

Global



the distinction of being the first-born or the second 
justified their respective positions of Cain and Abel
                                                               /DP 73

Born killers



LAW
Eye for an Eye

TRUE LOVE
LIVE FOR OTHERS!

STRICT HEAVENLY LAWS!

LOVE 
YOUR ENEMY



Law and Indemnity needed!
Eye for an eye – Old Testament

Paradise opened! –   follow Jesus Christ! 
Indemnity still needed – New Testament 

KoH opened! – follow True Parents!
Live for Others – Completed Testament 



_______________________________________
_

We call this process returning resurrection (p. 145).

Returnand cooperation Spirit
self

Physi-Physi-
calcal
selfself

Spirits
Earthly
people

The Providence of Resurrection for Spirits
Purpose and Way of Returning Resurrection

Spirit
self



The Returning Resurrection of the Spirits
of Israelites and Christians

_____________________________________________________

_____________________ ________________________________

_____________________________________________________

___________ _____________________ ______________________

After the advent of Jesus, the form spirits of the Old Testament 
age (    ) all returned to earth and assisted faithful people on 
earth (     ) to attain the level of life spirit.



Growth-
stage

returning 
resurrection

_______________________________________________________

______________________ ________________________________

_____________________________________________________

___________ _____________________ ______________________

( )

By this, they too received the same benefit:  they entered 
Paradise together. We call this growth-stage-returning 
resurrection.

The Returning Resurrection of the Spirits
of Israelites and Christians



____________________________________________________

___________________ ______________________ ___________

_________ _________ _________ _____________________

_________ _____________________ ___________ __________

Growth-
stage

returning 
resurrection

( )

After the Second Advent, the life spirits of the New 
Testament Age (     ) will all return to the earth to help faithful 
people on earth (      ) to attain the level of divine spirit.

The Returning Resurrection of the Spirits
of Israelites and Christians



____________________ ______________________

_________ _________ _________ ___________ __________

___________________ _________ ___________ ___________

_________ _________ ___________ _________ __________

( )

HeavenlyHeavenly
KingdomKingdom
CIGCIG

Completion-
stage

returning 
resurrection

By this, they too will receive the same benefit and 
enter the heavenly kingdom together.  We call this 
completion-stage-returning resurrection (p. 146).

Moses
Jesus
Elijah

Growth-
stage

returning 
resurrection



Unification Movement
Spiritual Phenomena

CT – Spirits

I Am in This Place

Testimonies about 
Jesus & Sun Myung Moon



One day I was meditating in the early morning under
a fig tree, and I received a message: The messiah is on
the earth: return to America. 

I felt to my core that this was true. But I did not want to return to 
America, and struggled a whole lot about leaving my idyllic life in 
Spain. I did not respond right away, and misfortune began to find 
me. I got the message real quick that I was no longer in the right 
place at the right time!

No 1



I returned to America on July 4th, 1969. I returned
to hospital work, and only a few weeks later, on
August 15th, I was taken by my friend to the Unified
Family center to hear the Divine Principle revelation.
By this time, I was very desperate to know how I
could give my life to God in service. I was reading
Page eight books on different religions, searching for
where our messiah was. I asked Jesus to guide me
d a i l y. 

No 1



When I heard the Divine Principle, I recognized
many points from the revelations I had personally
received. I was amazed and honored to be guided
to this small group of young people like myself, who
wanted to transform the world into one family for
God. 

On September 9, 1969, I moved into the
B e r k e l e y, California church center 
and began my life as a missionary.

                                                   / PAMELA STEIN

No 1



No 2

Father Moon is famous among his followers for 
educating us by appearing spiritually through 
dreams. Here is an example of how Reverend 
Moon taught me a valuable spiritual lesson in an 
area very close to his heart. As a fulltime 
missionary in Northern California I once had a 
dream that Father Moon visited me at an office 
where, in my dream, I was working. 

When I arrived at my workplace and my co-
workers realized that I was accompanied by 
Reverend Moon, they began to ask me all about 
him and why he was visiting our office. 



As I became enthralled in explaining all
about Reverend Moon to them, he turned to me and
said, “I am going up to your office; I’ll meet you
there.”

About fifteen minutes later, I arrived at my office
only to discover that Father Moon had already left.

No 2



No 2

As I approached my desk, I noticed that he had
taken the fresh fruit which was on my desk and fed
it through the fax machine.

Of course, I thought that it was very odd that he
would do such a thing. I picked up the fax paper on
which appeared an image of the fruit. 



Below the image he had written the following: 
“Having your nation overtaken by Communism is like having
this beautiful fresh fruit reduced to a flat one-dimensional
grey image such as you see on this paper.” !

Bret Moss joined the Unification movement in
1990 in Berkeley, California. 

                                                   /Bret Moss 

No 2



While I was sleeping, I had a dream. 

At a moment, I felt a presence leaning over me. 
I saw our True Mother’s face, and with her hand, 
extremely softly, she lifted away from me the heavy 
burden that blocked my chest. 
I felt very light over my chest and started breathing 
properly again.

No 3



No 3

Then I found myself walking in a dark corridor, at the end 
of which I saw a light. Getting closer, I saw in that bright 
light the face of Jesus. Then Jesus’ face changed into 
Sun Myung Moon’s face. I had the strong feeling that 
it was the same heart; only the external appearance
changed. 
I felt profoundly happy!

After that, along with the loving prayers of my
brothers and sisters, in only three days I recovered
completely and was outside again on the mission!
This remains in my heart as extremely precious evidence 
that our True Parents embody God’s love. 

                             / Elisabeth Ciacciarelli Schneider



My 36 Years in Unfication Church 
Shirley Stadelhofer

2006



I was introduced to the Unification Movement 
through my second son, David, who joined in 
1969 when he was only twenty years old. 



My first study of the revelation of Rev. Sun Myung Moon
was from a small book, titled Divine Principle and Its 
Application by Dr. Young Oon Kim, which my son offered to me. 

While reading it, I became so furious with what I believed 
to be theological deviations from my confirmed beliefs that 
I actually threw the book across the room in a sudden burst 
of anger. Later, I received a sense of quieting, spiritual calm 
and told my son that I wished to study the teachings further. 

To his astonishment, I also wanted to become a member of
the movement!



Since then, over thirty-six years have elapsed and 
my life in the Unification Movement has been the most 
fulfilling and spiritually rewarding experience I have ever 
had. 

Yet out of that kind of struggle I came to know the greatest 
fulfilment and joy in my entire life—the closest relationship 
to God that I have ever known. 

I now have a deep, personal conviction that I have discovered 
the answers to the most basic questions about the universe 
and my purpose in life. 

And now I feel that it is crucial for me to offer this to others.



Rev. Moon has often compared the process of the life and 
death of humans to the process of a caterpillar becoming a 
butterfly. 

If we imagine that the caterpillar has consciousness, as 
humans do, then it might be afraid of becoming a cocoon, 
because this could seem like the end of its life. It could be 
attached to its life as a creature in the earth, just as we are 
attached to our physical bodies.

But the caterpillar does not know that there is another new 
existence after its “death” in a cocoon, where as a beautiful 
butterfly it will be enjoying a new life among fragrant flowers 
and sweet honey.



Rev. Moon has taught that it is much better and wiser to fulfil 
God’s will while we are in our own physical bodies on earth. 

The reason? 

It takes much longer and much more effort to achieve 
resurrection of our spirit selves in the spiritual realm than 
when we are on earth and in the driver’s seat, so to speak, 
of our own physical lives.



 Twin girls, Brielle and Kyrie, were born
12 weeks ahead of their due date. 
Needing intensive care, they were placed 
in separate incubators.

Kyrie began to gain weight and her health 
stabilized. 
But Brielle, born only 2 lbs, had trouble breathing, heart 
problems and other complications. 

She was not expected to live.

A True Story



Their nurse did everything she could to 
make Brielle’s health better, but nothing 
she did was helping her. 
With nothing else to do, their nurse went 
against hospital policy and decided to place
both babies in the same incubator.

She left the twin girls to sleep and when she returned she 
found a sight she could not believe. 
She called all the nurses and doctors and this is what they saw 
(refer to the picture above). 

As Brielle got closer to her sister, Kyrie put her small little
arm around her, as if to hug and support her sister.



From that moment on, Brielle’s breathing 
and heart rate stabilized and her health 
became normal.

From then on, they decided to keep both 
babies together, because when they were 
together they kept each other alive.

And today (2011) they are 15 years old.

Comment: Force of Gods Love,
                  Life- + human vitality-elements



Emanuel Swedenborg was one of the first practitioners 
to write extensively about the out-of-body experience, 
in his Spiritual Diary (1747–65).

Swedenborg 

Umbillical Cord   =>  Mouth  =>  Silver String



2010
 Film

Astral City: A Spiritual Journey (also known as Nosso Lar) 
is a 2010 Brazilian drama film , based on the book by 
alleged medium Francisco Cândido Xavier.



2011
Anslie H Abraham

Unification Disciples



2012
 Johannes Stampf 

Unification Disciples



2013

"Dr. Eben Alexander's near death experience is the most 
astounding I have heard in more than four decades of 
studying this phenomenon... one of the crown jewels of all 
near death experiences... Dr. Alexander is living proof of an 
afterlife."   ~  Raymond Moody, MD, PhD



It seems as though our five senses limit us to focus 
only on one point in time at any given moment, 
and we string these to create an illusion of linear reality, 

Our physicality also limits our perception of the space 
around us, confining us to only what our eyes and ears 
can see and hear or to what we can touch, smell, or taste. 

However, without the limitations of my (physical) body, 
I took in all points of time and space as they pertained 
to me, all at once.

2014



Remarkable Healings:
A Psychiatrist Discovers 
Unsuspected Roots of 
Mental and Physical 
Illness
Shakuntala Modi 



The Spirit-Person and the Spirit-World: 
An Otherdimensional Primer 
by Kerry Pobanz (2001) Life In Eternity: 

Human Beings In                    
the Spirit World (2013)
by Kerry Pobanz

Unification Disciples



His dreams & Spirit WorldUnification Disciples



Divine Principle states that, 
”when spirits descend to form a common 
base with us they can perform various works...
From pouring spiritual fire on earthly people and healing 
diseases to guiding people through revelations and the gift 
of prophecy, the power is in our spirit. 

And yet, with a near complete lack of awareness and 
understanding on our part of the spiritual reality of life 
after death, we seem to find the path of life so uncertain 
that these “gifts” of the spirit appear to belong to only 
the gifted few....

2015



2018
New publication, by Jennifer Tanabe.
 
Eternal Life in the Spirit World, 
which I co-authored with the late 
Dr. Dietrich Seidel, discusses 
what we know about the spiritual 
realm starting with the thoughts 
of the Greek philosophers, 
Plato and Aristotle, and their influence on contemporary 
understanding.

We continue with more recent sources, 
including Rev. Sun Myung Moon and Dr. Sang Hun Lee, 
as well as reports from those who had near-death 
experiences, which all serve to make the spiritual realm 
seem much more substantial. - link



CONCLUSION:

•  Spirit World exist
•  is HERE and NOW
•  inside/outside ALL of us
•  Prayer is the key to controle
               
               



Peace on Earth
The Kingdom of Heaven

Age of Cheon Il Guk
Aju!



•   Dr. Sang Hun Lee's Teachings
    from Spirit World

•  Dr Sun Myung Moon
   Earthly Life and
   Spirit World I & II
   …1998 



2006



2014



Artist Benny Andersson
Sweden



Sun Myung Moon not only revealed the Divine Principle
He fulfilled all the promises in it, and in the Bible.



The continuation of the incarnation the Christ, not Jesus, but a Christ, 
is the Holy Spirit. This Holy Spirit has never been silent – never been 
inactive. God - in many names ~ and worshiped in many ways – 
will touch the hearts of people, and many prophecies will be fulfilled. /A Ford



Cheong Il Guk
Now we must bring OT, NT and CT into one



According to the Buddhist scriptures, Udumbara 
is an imaginary flower that only blossoms every 3000 
years when the King of Falun comes to the human world. 

This heavenly flower is a sign of rare preciousness 
and a miracle.



https://vimeo.com/143968191?utm_source=No.+267



Same dress without knowing!
Amazing coinsidense!
Or a greeting from True Father in Spirit World 
Listen to the amazing story!
www.youtube.com/watch?v=QaoLB8Dh3HQ

2015



 Ancestor Liberation
How many ancestors!
     can you find



See also longer presentation at

Google ”slideshare bdp003 spirit world”

links: Part I II III



Short Vocabulary:
CSG = Cheon Seong Gyeong, Holy Textbook
CIG  = Cheon Il Guk, Two persons become one, KoH
CP   = Cheong Pyeong, Spir. training ground Korea
DP   = Divine Principle, v1973 
EDP = Divine Principle, v1996
ODP = Original Divine Principle, 2008
KoH = Kingdom of Heaven 
LSA = Lord of Second Advent
OT   = Old Testament
NT   = New Testament
CT   = Completed Testament
TF   = True Father, SMM = Sun Myung Moon
TM  =  True Mother, Hak Ja Han Moon
UC  = Unification Church
See also extended Vocabulary:
http://www.slideshare.net/bdp003/vocabulary-uc



Ref:

Unification Resource webpage
www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Publications/

Depossession Healing 
Prolegomena To A Philosophical Inquiry Into The Spirit World
Claude Perrottet
www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Publications/JoUS-04/JoUS-04-2.htm

Depossession Healing: A Comparison of William Baldwin’s “Spirit 
Releasement Therapy” and Dae Mo Nim’s Ancestor Liberation|by Kerry Pobanz 
http://journals.uts.edu/volume-ix-2008/289

Life In Eternity: Human Beings In the Spirit World by Kerry Pobanz
www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Talks2/Pobanz/Pobanz-120424.pdf

Visions of the Spirit World: Sang-hun Lee’s Life in the Spirit World and on Earth 
Compared with Other Spiritualists’ Accounts 
http://journals.uts.edu/volume-ii-1998

Messiahs by Christian Nseka 
www.amazon.com



Ref cont.:

Divine Prnciple 2005 Color Version
www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/DP2006_Color_Version/

Material for an Education on Spirit World
(also including external resources)
www.truelove.org/indexsp.htm

Earthly Life and Spirit World Vol 1, 2 Publ. 1998
www.unification.org/ucbooks/HDH/index.html

Cheon Seong Gyeong Publ. 2006, 2014
Book Five - Earthly Life and the Spirit World 
Book Six - Our Life And The Spiritual Realm.pdf
www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/csg/eng%20CSG%202006/

CSG14-07 Earthly Life and Spirit World
http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/csg/eng%20CSG%202014/

Own inspirational Resources:
www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/PPT/SundaySchool/



Ref cont.:

Wikipedia , several pictures

List of Spiritual World Books:
http://new-birth.net/books_life_after_death.htm



Extended version here 
Google ” slideshare bdp003 spirit world Part”



End





Remember the beauty in Gods nature is there 
to inspire us! - above southern tip of Sweden.
Have a great Blessed week.
Prepared for 2nd,3rd,4th,5th... Gen. inspiration by Bengt.                  Sweden/Finland
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